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Communication Guidelines for Clubs
Rugby clubs throughout the province should aim to incorporate a long term effective
marketing and communications strategy into their overall operational plan as it can
benefit a club in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attracting and retaining members
Recruitment of volunteers
Attracting and securing sponsors
Fundraising
Creating greater awareness in the community of the club’s contribution.
Promotion of club events
Enhancing the competitiveness of the club in the local sports and leisure
market
Generating recognition for achievements on and off the pitch

Most rugby clubs often create marketing strategies around short term initiatives
and focus on specific events across the duration of the season but clubs who take
a longer term view will find it easier to allocate resources for a marketing budget.
Rugby clubs should aim to devise a three year strategic plan around all marketing
and communication activities. A good starting point is for clubs to devise a calendar
of events as this will help you plan all marketing operations for the season.
Data Management
Most clubs already have a database of playing members, non-playing members
and former members etc. There is a wide divergence in the quality and reliability
of club databases but there is always room for improvement. One of the first steps
clubs can take is ensuring that all of the relevant data is correct such as members
phone numbers, email addresses etc. The next step is to capture parents contact
details (email and mobile numbers) in their minis and youths sections as a means of
involving parents in supporting the club.
A well-managed and organised database provides clubs the opportunity to filter,
segment and target all communications to members. It is vital to not spam your
members and only send them relevant information i.e. a player that has paid his/her
subs should not be receive a generic email about subs payments that are still due.
When communications are targeted and relevant to a club member then clubs are
engaging with their stakeholders in an effective manner and this will avoid members
becoming irate.
What types of database solutions are available to clubs?
• ‘eSports Manager’ is a cost effective solution that meets
the basic requirements of clubs as it caters for clubs to
upload electronic team sheets, league tables, fixtures and
results: www.sportsmanager.ie.

•

‘Teamer’ is another reliable alternative and is generally
used for sending out text messages to members:
www.teamer.net.

•

The IRFU recommends ‘Club House’ which provides a
system that clubs can capture, manage and communicate
with their contacts:
http:// clubhouse.irishrugby.ie/.

Media Management
When communicating to the wider community, print and broadcast media is very
powerful. Some clubs have established a rapport with local newspapers which
generally stems from clubs providing consistency in content and reliability of
delivery.
Some clubs create ‘filter articles’ at the beginning of the season. These articles are
timeless pieces such as; a father coaching a son or daughter’s team, twins on the
one team, an interview of the senior captains mother, milestone appearances,
ladies day etc. It is recommended that clubs write these human interest pieces in
order to consistently maintain a presence in local media on weekends where there
is no rugby being played. Every club has a wealth of human interest stories and this
can enhance your clubs profile in the eyes of the community.
Local Press
Nurturing relationships with local press requires a club to be organised and
clubs must be aware that this may involve taking and returning phone calls from
journalists, meeting their deadlines and providing them with accurate information
and quotes in a timely fashion. Clubs who are well organised such as Greystones
RFC have nurtured relationships with both East Coast FM and the Bray People.
This mutually beneficial relationship can be monumental as the club can reap the
rewards of local media coverage, not only for matches but also events, fundraisers
and sponsors.
Similarly, clubs play an important role in their community. While the playing and
supporting members is the heart of the club, the wider community in which the
club is based are potentially important stakeholders. Actively promoting the club
around different community initiatives such as Terenure College RFC participates in
‘I Love Terenure’ campaign which promotes the club to a wider volume of potential
members and also provides an opportunity for the club to be shown in a positive
light.
Photos
When a club is sending in an article to a local newspaper, they must send in a
photo as this often guarantees the coverage. Clubs should use this checklist prior to
sending a photo into local press:
•
•
•

Are there less than five people in the photo? (Unless it’s a squad shot).
Is the photo of good quality and the people visible? (j-peg format)
Is there recognition of the club/sponsor? (Crest, branded ball, jersey,
backdrop, sign).

•
•

Have you included a caption?
Does the photo look too commercial? (Photos that look overtly like an
advertisement are not advised).

Action photos are a God-send for media. Captions are vitally important as
they provide an opportunity to send a message about the club. If a club has a
photography enthusiast within the community, then encourage them to cover
matches of all levels.
Article Writing
Before a club sends in an article, they should use this checklist:
•
Where is the event on?
•
What is the event (charity, blitz, youth development, match report etc.)?
•
What age group is involved?
•
Who is involved (clubs, schools, youths, senior teams etc.)?
•
What was the aim of the event? Was the event a success? If so, why?
•
Who was present?
•
Was there anything different about this event?
•
Was there a winner? If so, did they receive anything?
•
Who needs to be acknowledged?
•
Is there any other information that needs to be included?
•
When is the next event taking place?
•
How and where can you find information on this?
•
Is there a contact name/email address mentioned?
Maximising local press and club news via the Leinster
Rugby channels
Website
The Leinster Rugby website, www.leinsterrugby.ie/
domestic, is a great tool for clubs self-promotion and to gain
publicity. Currently the site receives over 138,650 views per
month making it one of Europe’s leading rugby websites. We
would encourage all clubs to actively participate in submitting articles/news to the
Leinster site directly by emailing stories@leinsterrugby.ie.
Submitting an article
When submitting articles to stories@leinsterrugby.ie, please ensure you have
done the following:
Title:

No more than eight words long

Abstract:

This is the first opening sentence and should be captivating with a
lot of information included.

Main Body:

Article should be three/four paragraphs long and should be spelt
and paragraphed properly.

Example:

		
Leinster Under-20’s, Under-19’s, Under-18 clubs and Under-18’s
		schools team…
Main body:
		
*name		
sponsor
where		
possible
		
		

Leinster Under 20’s, sponsored by SWORD Security* will face
Connacht Under 20’s at home in Donnybrook at 7.30pm on 		
Friday, 6th of September. Last week the Under 20’s were 		
victorious by 20-13 over the Leicester Academy in Ashbourne RFC.
Saturday the 7th will see the Leinster Under 19’s play Connacht
U19’s in Old Belvedere at 2.30pm. This squad narrowly lost to
Northampton Saints last Friday in Donnybrook with Saints Harry
Mallinder scoring a late try in the final play.

		
The Under 19’s who are also sponsored by SWORD Security 		
		
are hoping to see some support in Old Belverdere on Saturday
		
while across the pond the Under 18 Schools team, sponsored
		
by Newstalk, play Munster in Donnybrook at 2.30pm. These
		
future stars need your support so come out a give a shout
		
for our boys in blue. To keep up with the action, log on
Link Content: to http://www.leinsterrugby.ie/domestic/repsides/
		representative_sides.php.
This should be submitted in a word document, attached in the email. Leinster
Rugby prefers pre-event articles as this lets your target audience know of an event
that upcoming rather than an event that has happened.
Photo:

The photo is more important than the article. Group photos of
no more than five people or action photos are preferable. They
should be submitted in a separate attachment in jpeg format.
Landscape photos are the only format of photos that can be posted
on the Leinster Rugby site (horizontal) and no promotional posters
can be used as photos.

Caption:
		

A caption should be included with the photo and should include
names of those pictures (where possible and with consent), venue,
ages of those pictured and the title of the event.

		Note: Check your Club Child Welfare Policy in relation
		
to using photographs of age grade players.
Picture credit:

When sending in a photo, if you know the name of the photographer
(whether it is a club person or a local photographer), mention his/
		
her full name as
we will mention them on the
Leinster Rugby site.
Example:
Photo:
Caption:
Stephen Keelan, Leinster U20,
is congratulated by teammates after scoring his side’s
third try during the friendly
Leinster U20 v Leicester
Academy in Ashbourne RFC.

Picture credit: Brian Lawless / SPORTSFILE

Title: 		

Age Grade sides in good shape for interpros...

Abstract:

Leinster Rugby has four different age grade teams which include

For the Leinster Rugby website, articles must be minimum 150 words and preferably
no more than 600 words.

The Irish Independent
The Irish Independent is Leinster Rugby’s
Official Media Sponsor and as a result
we have a two page supplement for
the domestic game every Friday that
receives over 572,000 readers. This is
a great opportunity to promote events,
new sponsors and to share news about
your club. The value on a photo (half
the size of regular printed photo) with
less than 200 words can cost €6,000€10,000.

Players/club officials:
•
Players/club members must be mindful that they are representatives of the
club and should act accordingly.

If a club wants to submit a piece for The Irish Independent, it should be between
150-250 words with a good quality landscape photo submitted in jpeg format.
A limited number of articles at 500 words will be chosen by the editorial team in
The Irish Independent. This should be sent to stories@leinsterrugby.ie no later
than 5pm every Sunday. Anything submitted after this time will not make it into that
Friday’s Irish Independent.

It is also important to go into detail about what kind of content is and isn’t
appropriate, such as: videos, photos, Vine videos etc. Club officials must also be
wary of whose content they may share or retweet. They must also know what club
information is confidential and what club facilities should not be photographed
and shared online. Any commercial arrangements should be made clear so that
club member or players do not post anything that contravenes with a partnership
the club has established. There are various privacy settings on social media. Club
members must know how they can protect their privacy online, and guarantee that
content which is intended only for distribution amongst friends and family does not
go beyond that.

Note: Due to email limitations The Irish Independent has full editorial control of
what does/doesn’t make it in to the Friday Supplement.   We can only accept two
photos for each article submitted.
Social Media
Why should clubs create a social media policy?
Social media sites like Twitter and Facebook are useful tools which allow clubs to
communicate information with supporters in an immediate and succinct manner. The
benefits of social media are many and varied but with these benefits come many
potential pitfalls. Your club’s profile on a social media sites are public – anyone can
view it and the posts you make. This means that everything you say online reflects
back on your club. It is important to have a very clear policy on what is acceptable
on social media, how your club interacts with supporters and other clubs, and how
your club wishes to portray itself, not just online but in every aspect of its day-today operations.
A thorough social media policy guarantees that club members and players know
what is expected of them as ambassadors for your club. Interaction with supporters
and peers from other clubs must be consistently in line with the values of your club.
This protects the club from any future issues while also making it clear that your
values extend to your online presence.
What do clubs need to take into consideration when formulating a
social media policy?
Interaction with other clubs:
•
On the very rare occasion when you tweet or post about another club,
keep in mind what you say and how you say it.
•
If there is an issue, there is no reason for it to be discussed in a public forum.
•
Friendly rivalry is natural, but gloating or complaining about another
team’s victory is something that should not be voiced through social
media.

Social Media Policy – Example Template
An initial outline of what social media is and its importance as a medium of
communication is a good place to start in setting out your social media policy as
it establishes what exactly you’re talking about and it emphasises the significance
and impact of social media in today’s society. The guidelines of how to generally
use social media - what club members say, who they say it to, what images or
videos they post, the language they use etc. - is the most important part of any
social media policy. Make it clear what is and isn’t acceptable.

Facebook
Seventy out of seventy eight clubs in Leinster utilise Facebook as a social media
outlet. Many rugby clubs are ‘like pages’ which is the ideal
Facebook page set-up as it allows those in the wider community
to ‘like’ your page and hence, follow your club. Having a “like”
page allows the admin of the the page to see insights such as new
page likes per week, post each engagement with followers, see
where your followers are from etc. This is not available as an “add
as friend”  page. As rugby clubs are still set up as ‘add as friend’
or private groups, Leinster Rugby recommends that clubs delete these pages and
start from scratch. This is no easy means and there is no way of transferring contacts.
Similarly all clubs Facebook communications should be fed through one page and
not a variety of pages or groups. Portarlington RFC is an example of a club that have
too many Facebook pages and this can make it difficult for members to communicate
through i.e.  Portarlington have Portarlington R.F.C (952 likes), Portarlington Youths
Rugby (763 likes), Port RFC Mini Rugby (491 likes) and Portarlington Ladies Rugby
Team (521 likes) as of the 5/9/14. If Portarlington combined all of these pages to
one page, it would make it clearer for non-member to engage and connect with
the club and they would have 2727 likes (obviously not including the overlap) and
hence would make their club one of the most liked rugby club Facebook pages
around the province. Ashbourne RFC merged all their Facebook pages and now
are one of the leading provincial pages with 3576 likes (as of 5/9/14).Leinster
Rugby has 131,830 likes on Facebook (as of 5/9/14) and clubs can use this
forum to maximise exposure. For Facebook, we prefer high quality photos with
2 sentences-3 maximum. We only put up roughly ten statuses a week (for all the
departments in Leinster Rugby) and therefore will use this forum very seldom for
Domestic news. It is an option but the Domestic Marketing Executive will make the
final call on what content will get put up on Facebook for the domestic game.

How do I set up a Facebook Page if our club doesn’t have one?
Here is a list of simple steps to create your clubs own Facebook page;
•
Log in to Facebook
•
To the left of your newsfeed there should be a bar with sections like
‘favourites’, ‘groups’ and ‘pages’ – click on pages
•
You should be presented with any pages you currently manage and an
option at the top to ‘create a page’ – click ‘create a page’
•
You are then given an option to choose what kind of operation you
are making a page for. In the case of a rugby club you would choose
‘entertainment’
•
Choose your category and enter the name of your club
•
You can then add a description of your club, enter the name of your
website and choose a unique Facebook web address (if possible, simply
use your club’s name)
•
You must then choose a profile picture for your club (we recommend your
club crest)
•
Once this has all been done it is merely a matter of filling out as much of
the information on your new Facebook page as possible

You can add a cover image (clubhouse photo or team shot etc.)
•
Share your page through your personal social media accounts –
encourage other club members to do likewise
•  Invite friends to like the page
•  Start posting content
•
To begin expanding your page’s popularity, the first thing you need to do
is post new, engaging content regularly. This doesn’t mean you have to
now post on the hour, every hour. One or two posts every weekday, with
an increase in updates on match days should suffice
Instagram
Instagram is a fun and quirky photo sharing website that is owned
by Facebook. It allows you to take a photo and then choose a filter
to transform the image to include graphic effects. Photos can be
uploaded through the Instagram app on a phone or tablet device.
Download Instagram here at http://instagram.com/# and
create an account for your club. You can connect the Instagram
account to your Facebook and Twitter so that when you post new
photos they appear on your other social media site.

•
•

Follow these simple steps to use Instagram;
•
You can choose to take a photo with Instagram or select
from the photos already present on your device.
Select a photo – you can choose to add effects to the photo but it is not
absolutely necessary.
You can then choose to share the photo on Twitter, Facebook or various
other social media sites when you upload it.

Instagram is a useful site with a growing popularity and should be used to add value
to your content on Twitter and Facebook. Using it in isolation is virtually pointless.
Follow Leinster Rugby on Instagram ‘leinsterrugby’ to keep up to date with the
team.

Twitter
Sixty eight out of seventy eight clubs in Leinster tweet. Twitter is
a constant flow of up to date information and the Leinster Rugby
account has 107,000 followers (as of 5/9/14). Every club in
Leinster follows us and we follow them. A new @LeinsterBranch
account has been created so that we can push more domestic
content that will benefit the provincial game. This enables us to interact immediately
with a club and vice versa. Leinster Branch retweets clubs on a daily basis. You are
only allowed to use 160 characters. If you post a photo along with text, this often
takes up more space. In order to get Leinster Rugby to retweet your club, just place
@leinsterbranch at the start of your tweet and we will pick it up.
How do I set up a Twitter account if our club doesn’t have one?
Here is a list of simple steps to create your clubs own Twitter account;
•
To create a Twitter page go to www.twitter.com.
•
There is a sign up option on the home page.

For ‘full name’ enter the club’s name.
•
From here completing your Twitter page takes no time at all.
•
Begin by following people, other clubs or organisations.
•
Then you can upload a profile photo (recommend your club crest) and bio
– keep it simple.
•
Once you page has been created alert other clubs and Leinster Rugby to
the fact this page now exists – this will spread the word about your Twitter
page and you will begin gaining followers.
•
Just as with Facebook, to grow your page you need to post good content
regularly. If your followers respond to this, your page will grow in no time.
Vine
Vine is a video app that allows you to record a video for no longer
than six seconds. Vine can also be linked to Twitter and Facebook.
You can log in to Vine with a Twitter account so once you have
created a Twitter account for your club, log in using that at https://
vine.co/. As with Instagram, Vine should be used to add quality to
your other social media sites, mainly Twitter in this instance. Some
clubs use Vine to highlight a coach’s speech before a match or other
for promotional usage. These six second clips are growing in popularity as they
encourage engagement with your members. Your club can follow Leinster Rugby
on Vine ‘leinsterrugby’ to keep up to date with news and information about the
team.
LinkedIn
LinkedIn is not just for businesses, connecting with peers and people
looking for jobs; many sports teams also have LinkedIn pages. It can
be useful for sharing commercial content that may not be of much
interest to your Facebook or Twitter followers. It can also be a way
to reach people who may not have a Facebook or Twitter presence.
A LinkedIn page does not require as much upkeep as Facebook or Twitter; a little
bit of effort can go a long way. Make sure you have a clear plan for what you
would like to achieve on LinkedIn and what kind of content you will be posting.

If clubs want to create a LinkedIn page, logo on to http://ie.linkedin.com/
or contact our Digital Media Executive Conor Sharkey at conor.sharkey@
leinsterrugby.ie as he will help your club set up a LinkedIn page.  Your club can
also follow Leinster Rugby on LinkedIn by following ‘Leinster Rugby’.
Who is responsible for Marketing and Communications in a rugby
club?
Traditionally rugby clubs allocated all the responsibility for external and internal
communications to the club Publicity Relations Officer (PRO). Due to the fact that
there are so many different facets to communications, Leinster Rugby recommends
that a team of people are tasked with the delivery of the clubs communications
under the overall direction of the club PRO.
Clubs should think about who they want to allocate the following marketing and
communications to;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing and communications strategic design and implementation
(short, medium and long-term visions)
Sponsorship management
Database management
Membership communication (emails, newsletters and club texts)
Website Management
Local Media
Leinster Branch Communications (Herald, Leinster website and match
programme)
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Vine, Instagram and LinkedIn)  

Once a club allocates the personnel to the tasks mentioned above, then the club
will have a presence and mount effective communications in all available channels.
One person should never be solely in charge of Facebook and another on Twitter.
The assigned social media personnel will need access to all social media accounts
to ensure that the information is shared across the channels as different social media
sites will require different tones. It is important that all of this communication is
carefully co-ordinated and complementary so that the club is delivering its message
in a coherent manner.

An example of why clubs and Leinster Rugby need to work in
conjunction:
One Province is a community ticketing initiative designed specifically for underage
groups from the province travelling to matches in the RDS and Aviva Stadium.
Groups, particularly underage teams from clubs and schools, can avail of
discounted tickets for selected Leinster matches. For example, junior tickets that
normally cost €10 cost €5 when booked through this scheme. For every ten tickets
bought we offer a free adult ticket to facilitate parents, coaches or teachers who are
travelling to the game with the group. Clubs should help promote this initiative as it
can benefit their members if the club educates them across all their channels that this
ticketing option is available. See http://www.leinsterrugby.ie/tickets/
one_province_ticketing_initiative.php for more information.
Contact colm.murphy@leinsterrugby.ie for any queries on the One Province
ticketing initiative.
Leinster Rugby wants to reward you…
From the 1st of September, all clubs and their PRO’s/club members who engage
with Leinster Rugby are being tracked. The reason for this is we want to reward
PRO’s who make an effort to send articles in for the Herald and more importantly
our website. Each month a PRO will be chosen and invited to a home match where
a few surprises will be thrown in.
Similarly, Leinster Rugby chooses one PRO of the year. Last year, Portarlington’s,
Barry Lambkin was awarded ‘PRO of the year’ and he was invited to the Leinster
Rugby Awards Ball where his achievement was recognised in front of all the Leinster
Rugby squad, staff and some supporters. Barry achieved this award through
consistently promoting Portarlington’s activities and nearly had articles into Leinster
Rugby every week!

Note: All channels of communications should be utilised in conjunction. Promoting
across as many channels of communications that is manageable for your club is
encouraged as it allows you to reach a wider target market.
Leinster Rugby and Clubs working together
Leinster Rugby and clubs need to work together to
promote rugby in the province across as many media
channels as possible. If your club send in a story for the
Leinster Rugby Website and we post a link on Twitter, the
social media person in the club should make it their aim
to retweet this story in order to showcase that your club
is getting provincial recognition-tell them about the work
that you are doing!

How do clubs contact Leinster Rugby?
In order to send in an article to promote your club via the Leinster Channels, email
stories@leinsterrugby.ie.
For all other queries in relation marketing and communications for the domestic
game, please contact elma.beirne@leinsterrugby.ie.

Leinster Rugby
Newstead Buildling A
UCD
Belfield
Dublin 4
Tel:
Email:

01 223 5119
elma.beirne@leinsterrugby.ie

